New Fair Work Commission Resource – Enterprise Agreement Date Calculator

Members are advised that the Fair Work Commission (FWC) have recently released a new resource to help those negotiating enterprise agreements.

The Fair Work Commission Single Enterprise Agreement Date Calculator ‘is a tool to help employers, representatives and bargaining representatives ensure that their process for agreement making and application for approval complies with the legislative timeframes’.

The Single Enterprise Agreement Date Calculator is intended to be used in conjunction with the FWC’s Step by Step Guide to Creating an Enterprise Agreement and the Guide to the Notice of Employee Representative Rights.

While not designed to be a comprehensive, the Agreement Date Calculator is instead used to assist in understanding the legislative timeframes that must be adhered to during the enterprise agreement negotiation process. Members are still encouraged to contact the LASA ER Team or read the relevant provisions of the Fair Work Act 2009 to understand and clarify any required timeframes.

If any Member would like to discuss the Agreement Date Calculator further or would like more information on enterprise agreements, please contact the LASA ER Team on 02 9212 6922 or employmentrelations@nswact.lasa.asn.au.